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to other stockholders, and was subsequently preserved for all stock-
holders by the formal amendment of the decree. When he filed the
present bill, that remedywas still open to him; and, so far as ap-
pears, he can still resort to it. It would be grossly inequitable to-
wards the creditors whose honest claims are established by that de-
cree, after this lapse of time, and when possibly they may have lost
the evidence of their claims, to vacate the decree, and undo all the
subsequent proceedings in the suit.
We are of the opinion that the court below properly dismissed the

complainant's bill. To sanction his suit would be to countenance
similar suits on behalf of each stockholder who may be sued for an
assessment in any of the courts of the score of states in which the
stockholders are to be found. The spectacle of a multitude of courts
sitting concurrently in review qf an interlocutory decree of a Vir-
ginia court, and assuming to control its proceedings, would be a re-
proach and disgrace to our jurisprudence. The decree of the circuit
court is affirmed, with costs.

MORltIS v. BRADLEY FBRTILIZER CO.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit November 1, 1894.)

No.1.
1. SALE OF CHA'l'TEL-!MPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS.

Defendant telegraphed and wrote plaintiff, requesting it to ship a G.
mill, of same size and kind as one sold to the P. Salt Co., stating that he
,wanted the mill for grinding limestone. Plaintiff shipped a G. mill, of
the size and kind described, which proved unsuccessful in defendant's
business, as he wished to grind wet limestone, for which the mill was
not adapted. In a letter written subsequently, defendant told plaintiff
that one E. (not connected with plaintiff) had recommended the mill, and
he (defendant) thought he would try it Held, that these facts failed to
show that the purpose for which the article ordered was to be used
was disclosed to the seller, and reliance placed on his judgment, so as
to give rise to an implied warranty of fitness.

2. SAME-STATEMEN'l' IN CATALOGUE.
Two years before the sale of the mill, plaintiff's agent had given

defendant a catalogue advertising the G. mill, which stated that it would
grind substances "as hard as flint and as soft as lime. • • • It will
grind wet or dry,"-·but which showed, by other passages that "wet or
dry" referred to alternative constructions or modes of operation of the
mill, not to the nature of the substunce ground. Held, that this state-
ment was not misleading as to the fitness of the mill for grinding wet
limestone, but that, if the catalogue had expressly stated it to be fit,
and the mill been bought in 'reliance upon such statement, it would have
constituted an express, not an implied, warranty.

In Error to the Circuit Court of the United States for the Eastern
District of Pennsylvania.
This was an action by the Bradley Fertilizer Company, a corpora-

tion created under the laws of Massachusetts, against A. G. Morris,
a citizen of Pennsylvania, to recover $2,000 and interest, being the
amount due for a grinding mill purchased by defendant from the
plaintiff. A verdict was rendered for plaintiff, and defendant's mo-
tion for a new trial denied, whereupon defendant brought error.
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C.Berkley Taylor alld Wm. H. ,Addicks,· for plaintiff in error.
Leoni Melick, for defendant in error.
Before. SRIRAS, Circuit Justice, and ACHESON and DALLAS,

Circuit JUdges.

DALLAS, Circuit Judge. "If a man buy an article for a particular
purpose, made known to the seller at the time of the contract, and
rely upon the skill or judgment of the seller to supply what i.3 wanted,
there is an implied warranty that the tbing sold will be fit for the
desired purpose." Benj. Sales (2d Am. Ed.) § 661. Where, however,
a positive and unqualified order for a specific article is given, this
rule is not applicable. In such cases there is an implied condition,
according to the English authorities, or, as substantially the same
thing is usually called by our courts, an implied warranty, that the
article supplied shall correspond with the designation, description,
or exemp,lar, aa the case may be, by which the tbing purchased had
been defined. But the seller's undertaking does not extend beyond
this guaranty of identity. There is no implied collateral agree-
ment that the article sold is fit for the use for which the buyer de-
signs it. He buys on his own judgment, and if that turns out to
be at fault he must himself bear the burden of bis disappointment.
These principles are well settled and do not appear to be challenged,
but it is contended that the circuit court erred in its application of
them to the faots which were before it. The contract between these
partie$ was for the purchase and sale of a "Griffin mill/' and such a
mill waa delivered. The action in the court below was for recovery
of the agreed price, and the defense was that the mill would not do
the work for which it was wanted. The business of the defendant
below Wa& t)le grinding of limestone without first drying it. Con-
sequently, he required a mill which would grind it when in a wet eon-
dition, and as the mill in question would not do this it was useless to
him. Is'theseller liable for the resultant loss? If he is, as fraud is
not charged, and no express warranty is alleged, it must be by rea-
son of the existence of an implied warranty of fitness, which, as we
have seen, cannot exist unless it appears-First, that the purpose
for whicb the mill was bought was sufficiently made known to the
selle,r; ,and, second, that his judgment as to its suitability for that
purpose was relied upon. This brings us to the investigation of
the evidence by which these points must be determined, and upon
which 0111' decision...
The 'dEifandant below testified that, about two years before he

bought the mill, Mr. Griffin (acting, it may be assumed, for the pla.in-
tiff) gave him a catalogue in which it was stated, with regard to the
Griffin Iilffi: ''It will grind equally well substances as hard as flint
and as soft as lime. * * * It will grind wet or dry." But this
catalogf!.eWas in evidence, and the defendant further testified that
he had 'tead it,-"rea.d it over,"-and it is made quite manifest by
otherprussages which it contains that'the statement as to grinding
either wet or dry does not relate to the substances to be ground, but
to alternative constructions or modes of operation of the machine
itself. For instance, it is said, "In wet' grinding the water is in-
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troduced with the feed, and when the mill is running the water takes
the same motion as the material in the dry mill," etc. The statement
of which the defendant below complains is therefore not a misleading
one, if read-as of course it should be--in connection with other
parts of the paper in which it occurs. If, however, this catalogue had
plainly asserted that the Griffin mill would grind wet limestone, and
if it had clearly appeared that the purchase was made with reference
to that assertion, the defendant below would have proved too much,
for the warranty shown, if any, would be an express, and not an im-
plied, one; and the brief submitted on his behalf rightly concedes
that the charge of the trial judge upon the subject of express war-
ranties was unobjectionable. Moreover, the defendant below, though
he may, lUI he testified, have thought, from his perusal of this cata-
logue, that the Griffin mill would answer his purpose, certainly did
not, a's will appear further on, rely upon its statements in giving
his order of two years later. The correspondence which created the
contract is set forth in the record as follows:

"[Business Heading.]
"Tyrone, Pa., September 24, 1892.

"Bradley Fertilizer Company, Boston, Mass.-Gentlemen: I have just wired
you as follows: 'Have you Griffin mill, same size sold the Pennsylvania Salt Co.
(only steel), that you could at once, if ordered? Answer.' This I now confirm.
My ground limestone works at Bellefonte, Pa., burnt down, and I will have
to get a new mill for grinding limestone, if you have on hand a mill the
same size and kind as you sold the Penn'a Salt Mfg. Co., Natrona, Pa., only
I want it steel. Wire me at once price, and say if you can ship at once, if
ordered.

"Yours, truly, A. G. Morris. R."
"[Business Heading.]

"Tyrone, Pa., September 27, 1892.
"Messrs. Bradley }j'ertilizer Company, No. 27 Kilby St., Boston. Mass.-

Gentlemen: I am in receipt of your telegram saying you can ship mill any
day. and have wired you as follows: 'Ship most improved Griffin mill for
grinding limestone. Will write.' I now confirm this. Please ship at once. I
want the best and latest you have for making fine-ground limestone. My mill
burnt down last week, and it is necessary for me to rebuild at once; and I
also want you to send a man at once, with plans for the foundation, etc.,
so I can have everything ready as soon as the mill arrives here. Please do not
delay shipment, and let me know on receipt of letter when shipment will be
made, and man sent. Ship to Bellefonte, Centre county; Penn'a. care of B.
C. R. R.

"Yours, truly, A. G. Morris. R."
"(Dictated.)"
'l'hese letters, and the telegrams they confirmed, show that a

specific article-a Griffin mill-was ordered, and that it was to be
of the size and kind of that of the Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing
Company, except only that it was to be of steel; and it is not denied
that the article supplied was a Griffin mill, and that it conformed
to exemplar and description. It is insisted, however, that a war-
ranty of fitness for grinding wet limestone should be implied, be-'
cause it was stated that the mill was wanted "for grinding lime-
stone," and "for making fine-ground limestone"; but this position is
not tenable, for reasons heretofore indicated, inasmuch as these
statements did not disclose a material feature of the particular
purpose for which the mill was required, and the general purport of
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the letters in Which they are contained shows that the buyer bought
olihis 'judgment, and neither sought nor relied upon that of the
seller. ;.rneeOtltl'Mtual. letters and. telegrams did· not inform thE'
seller that'the limestone wWch the buyer used was wet limestone,
nor wasatly· eVidence giv'eb. or offered from which, in our opinion,
effective' \k40wledge of that fact could be ascribed to him. The
buyer, in first letter which he wrote to the seller after finding
that jihe mill would not suit him (October 20, 1892), made no com-
plaintOftMseller. He treated the trial which had been made as
an experiment of his own. -, He said: ,''It don't appear to be a suc-
cess.. ..... ... * .The stuff appears to be too damp and heavy," and
in his next tetter (November 23, 1892) he offered to pay freight, and
for the seller's trouble and expense, if the .latter would dispose of
the mill to SOnl'e other customer. Not until January 11, 1893, was
there any intitl1ation that the buyer would seek to hold the seller
responsiblef:or the mistake. ,which had been made, and the claim
then suggested was putnpon!the ground that the letters of·purchasE'
had referred to ''limestone,'" which, as has shown, is not legally
adequate fOl'tbe support of such a claim, and also upon a statement
said to by a representative of the seller, "that he did
not think mill would do the work," and the buyef's reply, that,
"if it would .notdp, it was not worth 'anything" to him. But, as this
is admitted to have taken place after the sale had been completed
and perfected, not' affect the contract. A warranty is, in
general, a collateral undertaking f6rming part of the transaction
of sale. ,a distinct subsequent warranty is alleged, it must
be more satisfactorily established than by evidence of such a con-
versation as is here relied on, and must be supported by a new con-
sideration, which, as to the warranty supposed to be deducible f-rom
the remark alld reply which have been quoted, is wholly lacking.
It has now, we. think, been made evident that, as to an essential par-

ticular, the purpose for which this mill was wanted was not made
known to the seller at the time of the purchase, and that at no sub-
sequent time was any undertaking of warranty assumed, and it
seems to beatleast equally apparent that the judgment of the seller
was not relied On by the buyer. The latter of the mill belong·
ing to the Pennsylvania Salt Company. He believed that one of the
same size and kind would suit him. "Mr. Ewer" (not connected with
the seller) "recommended it," and he (the defendant below) "thought
he would try it." This is, in substance, what he himself said in let-
ters written after he had tried the mill, and before this controversy
arose, and the case made on the trial is to the same effect. There-
tore, we repeat that, even if full disclosure of the pnrpose for which
the mill was intended had been made, an implied warranty of fitness
would not have resulted, because of the absence of a further neces-
•sary constituent of such waITanty,-reliance on the judgment of the
seller. .
The foregoing discussion of the· fundamental questions involved

in this case renders it unnecessary for us to deal in detail with the
several assignments of error. They have all been considered, but
none of them is sustained. The judgment is affirmed, with costs.
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GREENWOOD v. TOWN OF WESTPORT.
(District Oourt, D. Oonnecticrit. November I), 1894.)

No. 916.

Samuel Park, for complainant.
Curtis Thompson, for defendant.

TOWNSEND, District Judge. Exceptions to the report of the
commISSIOner. The case is. reported. in 53 Fed. 824, and 60 Fed. 560.
The only exception pressed at the hearing was upon the ground that
the commissioner erred, either in allowing damages resulting from
the negligence of the master, or in allowing more than one-half of
said damages. The boiler stores and furniture were damaged, after
the accident, by the steam which was kept up by the master; but the
commissioner having found, upon all the evidence, that such amount
of steam was necessary for pumping the barge out in case she should
leak, the court will not disturb such finding. Panama R. Co.
v. Napier Shipping Co., 9 C. C. A. 553, 61 Fed. 408. The other dam-
ages resulted directly from the accident. It is claimed that they
were caused by negligence, prior to the accident, on the part of the
persons in charge of said barge. These claims were fully presented
to the court at the hearing on the merits, and were considered and
passed upon in its opinion. The report of the commissioner is in
accordance with the conclusions reached by the court, and it is
therefore confirmed.

SWIFT et at v. PHILADELPHIA & R. R. CO.
, (Oircuit Court, N. D. Illinois. November 5, 1894.)

1. COMMON LAW OF THE UNITED STATES.
There is, within the boundaries of the several states, no common law

of the United States, as a distinct sovereignty; neither the constitu-
tion nor congress having adopted that law, and the power of the nation
to make laws, within the field of power assigned to it by the constitution,
being exercised only by express enactments of congress, or by treaties.

'2. CARRIERS-UNREASONABLE RATES-INTERSTA'l'E COMMERCE ACT-PLEADING.
An action will not lie against a carrier to recover back freight exacted
in excess of a reasonable rate, impliedly contracted for, upon shipments
made after the passage of the interstate commerce act, in the absence of
an averment that no rates were published and In existence os required
by that act.

Action at law by Swift and others against the Philadelphia &
Reading Railroad Company. On motion for leave to withdraw pleas,
and file demurrers to the declaration.
A. H. Veeder and Mason B. Loomis, for plaintiffs.
Ullman & Hacker and Osborn & Lynde, for defendant.

GROSSCUP, District Judge. This, with other cases involving
the same questions, now comes on, upon motion of the defendant, for
leave to withdraw pleas, and file demurrers to the declaration. The
'(}isposition of the motion is dependent upon whether the declaration


